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12th St S. Complete Street Connection – Winter 2022 Community
Engagement Summary
Project Background
Why is the County looking at making changes to 12th St S between Monroe St and S.
Glebe Road?
Arlington County’s Master Transportation Plan has identified 12th Street South as a fully
constructed street open to all modes of transportation. This project will allow for the county to
complete a street connection between Monroe St and S. Glebe Road resulting in a constructed
street connection that fills an existing gap in the county’s street grid. Furthermore, 12th Street
South is identified as one of Columbia Pike Bike Boulevards, which provides a low-stress eastwest route for bicyclists parallel to Columbia Pike. The block of 12th Street South between S
Glebe Road and S Monroe Street is currently a gap in the street grid and requires bicyclists to
divert onto a side path for one block. This project will provide a more direct, east-west
connection for cyclists and pedestrians.
What are the goals of this project?
The purpose of this project is to implement various County policies by constructing a complete
street connection while also prioritizing efforts that will reduce bicyclist and pedestrian conflicts
within a new vehicular corridor. Project goals strive to provide better connectivity parallel to
Columbia Pike, with priority for bicyclists as part of the 12th Street South Bike Boulevard and
the county’s low-stress bike network; implement design elements that improve safety and
accessibility along the street and at adjacent intersections; connect S Lincoln Street to 12th
Street South, per the Columbia Pike Form Based Code; and limit motor vehicle traffic volumes
along 12th Street South, as compared to traditional complete streets, in keeping with the goals
of bike boulevards.

Public Engagement Background:
The Winter 2022 community engagement period lasted from December 8, 2021, through
January 9th, 2022. The purpose of this engagement period focused on presenting a revised
conceptual design to the public. The revised conceptual design was created based on comments
and feedback received from a 2019 engagement effort with the Douglas Park Civic Association.
A virtual public meeting was held on December 8, 2021, officially opening the engagement
period. An engagement survey was launched following the meeting to collect input on the
revised concept design for this complete street connection. Additional information related to
outreach methods, the virtual public meeting and the engagement summary are detailed below.
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Outreach Methods:
The project team used several outreach and communication tools to inform the public about the
public meeting and associated public engagement period.
Outreach methods included:
•
•
•
•
•

Posting information on the project webpage, beginning the week of November 8
Posting meeting information on County social media platforms beginning the week of
November 8
USPS Every Door Direct Mailings of 2,194 project brochures to neighboring residence
and businesses
Direct Mailings to Pike 3400 Townhomes
Email blast to residents of Pike 3400 Apartments.

Virtual Public Meeting:
On December 8, 2021, DES Transportation Staff hosted a virtual Public Meeting for the 12th
Street S Connection Project. The meeting served as an opportunity for staff to present and
explain a revised conceptual plan to members of the public. The Public Meeting commenced
with staff giving a brief, 20-minute overview of the project and current plan. The remaining
time was dedicated to a public question and answer session.
In total, 63 unique attendees joined the virtual meeting. Staff received 141 questions and
comments pertaining to the proposed plan. The meeting was extended an additional 30 minutes
to try and address as many questions as possible. A copy of the meeting’s presentation, a
recording of the meeting and a complete list of questions and comments received are available
on the project page.
Engagement Feedback Form:
An online engagement form was shared with the public following the public meeting.
Participants were asked to review information about the project background, goals and existing
conditions and then rate desired project priorities and provide open ended feedback. The
engagement feedback form closed on January 9, 2022. In total, there were 216 respondents to
the online engagement form. The project team received 166 unique, open ended written
comment responses.
Additional Outreach Efforts:
In addition to large scale community engagement efforts, County staff also presented project
materials to the following stakeholder groups:
•
•
•

Douglass Park Civic Association - November 15,2021
Arlington County Bicycle Advisory Committee – January 3, 2022
Pike 3400 Towns Homeowners Association – January 19, 2022

What We Heard:
Participants in the engagement process were asked to rank a series of project priorities which
were based off the goals of the project. Additionally, respondents were able to provide written
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comments through an open-ended feedback form or via direct email to the project team. A
summary of the rankings, comment responses and direct communications are provided below.
Survey Responses
103 Participants provided feedback on the ranking on project priorities. 57% of respondents
ranked “Limit motor vehicle traffic volumes along 12th Street South” as the top priority of the
project. Additionally, 23% of respondents ranked “Improve safety and accessibility along the
street and at adjacent intersections” as the top priority for the project. “Provide better
connectivity parallel to Columbia Pike, with priority for bicyclists as part of the 12th Street South
Bike Boulevard and the county’s low-stress bike network” and “Connect S Lincoln Street to 12th
Street South, per the Columbia Pike Form Based Code” were identified as a top priority by 12%
and 8% of respondents, respectively.
A detailed breakdown of the priority rankings can be found in the chart below.

Please rank your priorities for the 12th Street
Complete Streets Connection project.
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Provide better
Improve safety and
connectivity parallel to accessibility along the
street and at adjacent
Columbia Pike, with
priority for bicyclists as
intersections
part of the 12th Street
South Bike Boulevard and
the county’s low-stress
bike network.

Connect S Lincoln Street Limit motor vehicle traffic
to 12th Street South, per volumes along 12th
the Columbia Pike Form Street South in keeping
with the bike boulevard
Based Code

Figure 1: Project Priorities Ranking – Weighted Average

Score
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Written Comments
Through the online engagement form 162 unique, open-ended written comment responses
were received. Staff also received several written comments via email. Common themes
associated with the written comments are categorized below.

Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety Concerns
Most comments mentioning the proposed connection shared concerns related to the
introduction of vehicles to the corridor and the potential impacts on pedestrian and bicycle
safety. Many comments indicated a strong preference for separated bicycle facilities and
referenced the desire for the existing trail and sidewalk configuration to remain as is, with no
vehicular access permitted.

Vehicle Traffic Concerns
Comments received from respondents expressed concerns related to the perceived increase in
cut-through traffic that may result from a potential connection. These concerns were related
specifically to the Douglas Park neighborhood. Additionally, multiple comments indicated
concerns that the future connection would put school-aged children at risk due to the proximity
of the planned improvements to a current Arlington County Public Schools bus pick-up and
drop-off location.

County Policy and Procedural Concerns
Multiple comments referenced past assurances made by the County Board that no such
connection would be made. Additionally, several comments raised concerns about the need to
prioritize other projects and funding matters ahead of this project. Lastly, it was noted that
increased outreach efforts to interested stakeholders could improve similar processes in the
future.

Suggested Design Changes
The project team received several comments suggesting alternative designs to the project.
Several comments referenced the desire to make upgrades to existing trail and sidewalk
infrastructure, while still prohibiting vehicle access. Additionally, support for a modified
connection between S. Lincoln St and Glebe Rd was expressed by multiple individuals. Lastly,
suggestions for a shared street/woonerf design and the elimination of parking from the
conceptual design were also expressed.
Please refer to Appendix A for a full list of written comments
Agency Comment Letters:
In addition to the feedback received from members of the public, the project team also received
comment letters from three organizations. A summary of the three comment letters received
can be found below:
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Arlington County Bicycle Advisory Committee
BAC expressed proceeding with this project would be fiscally irresponsible and would move the
County backwards on its road safety, urban livability, and climate goals and aspirations. The
group also referenced their belief that the County was prioritizing a project that will reduce
safety for those travelling on foot and by bicycle. Suggestions on providing a new design which
maintains and enhances the existing bike boulevard, upgrades urban livability, and improves
safety for all users were also voiced.

London Square Homeowners Association
The association expressed concerns that the proposed plan counters the stated goals of the
project, ignores if not reverses previous agreements and plans between Arlington County and
residents, and overall has a high risk of misusing public funds. The group noted that connecting
S. Lincoln St to S. Glebe Rd, without a full connection to Monroe Street, would be a
commonsense solution.

Potomac River Group of the Sierra Club Virginia Chapter
The group expressed concerns that opening 12th Street to automobiles would reverse the
progress made over the last 20 years to create sufficient bicycle boulevards near Columbia Pike.
Concerns were also addressed related to project cost.
The full contents of each letter are provided in Appendix B.

Next Steps

Staff will work to address the concerns that were shared throughout the engagement process
into the next stages of the design, which is anticipated to occur in Summer 2022 Updated
plans for the project will be shared with members of the public and stakeholder groups when
they become available.

More Information
• Review the project page: https://www.arlingtonva.us/Government/Projects/ProjectTypes/Transportation-Projects/12th-Street-S-Complete-Street-Connection
• Staff contact: Kyle Kling, Capital Projects Management Coordinator kkling@arlingtonva.us
330-361-0906
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APPENDICES
Appendix A:

List of Written Comments Received

Respondent ID Comments
13243222686 The proposal violates the original agreement with the county and USPS dating back to the 1995
plans for the S. Glebe post office which the county agreed to not connect 12th to Glebe due to
local resident traffic concerns. It also contradicts plans agreed upon when Pike 3400 was
approved which only planned for connection between Lincoln and Glebe. The arguments being
made today were in those previous decisions and remain true. We ask that you provide as proof
of record at the 8 December meeting the 1995 and 2011 records. Those records are no longer
available for public record due to website changes. The plan runs counter to its stated intent to
improve bicycle and pedestrian access. The project replaces an existing, functioning bicycle path
with a two way street - a proposal that would be a higher risk to cyclist and pedestrians and is not
supported by either. The project will ultimately increase traffic on 12th street - an outcome that
has driven opposition to the connection since 1995. There are multiple secondary and tertiary
effects from increased traffic that directly counter the stated goal of limiting motor access. The
proposal for a traffic diversion is nonsensical. At best, it will be ignored, at worst, it will create
additional traffic at a school bus intersection. Increased traffic and in particular, the road work
and "traffic diversion apparatus at the Monroe / 12th st intersection endangers the 70+ arlington
public school students to take the bus from 12th street, or walk / cross 12th street to attend
Randolph Elementary school. We ask that the school board and APSVA be notified immediately
of the plan and weigh in. The construct of the townhouses on 12th include high brick walls in
each driveway, making visibility onto 12th difficult - there should be no effort to increase traffic
on 12th.
13233926366 As an owner and a tax payer I oppose opening an extension of 12th str to vehicles. We were
promised by the Arlington County officials this part of the street would never be accessible to
thru-traffic. 12th str has school children are walking and biking to the elementary school at the
opposite end of the street. For safety reasons we strongly suggest keeping it the way it is.
13243218145 I agree with Sustainable Mobility for Arlington County that this does not improve any form of
transportation. It needlessly increases car traffic while decreasing bicycle/pedestrian safety. If
this corridor needs to be "fixed," it should be protected two-way bike lanes, perhaps a one-way
street with parking, and wider pedestrian sidewalks with the needed ADA access. No bikes should
ever have to share the road with cars, and the fact this design is the suggested one says a lot
about where the priorities of Arlington County are. Sharrows are the worst form of bicycle
infrastructure and should never be considered in Arlington County designs.
13188642005 I am very concerned about opening 12 St. S. By the post office. The current paths provide
compelling safe passage for bikes with no vehicular interference. The traffic at Monroe and 12th
Street is already heavy and a hazard to cyclists and pedestrians because of challenging sight lines.
Further, it is a major bus stop so adding more cars only adds danger for the school kids. More
traffic will only worsen the safety situation. Folks can access to the post office through 11th st.
This seems like an extraordinary expenditure of county funds without solving any of stated
reasons. Rather, it will only make cyclists and pedestrians less safe and make a busy street even
busier with vehicular traffic. I am strongly opposed to this part of the project.

13188722215 1. The Douglas Park Civic Association has opposed allowing vehicular traffic on 12th ST east of
Monroe since 1995 when construction of the PO was approved by the County Board. 2. This $2.8
million project should not be built as proposed and current staff efforts should stop before any
more funds are spent on engineering and design. 3. Connecting Lincoln to 12th SHOULD be built
as approved for Pike 3400. Making intersection improvements should be done. 4. This project
between Lincoln and Monroe will introduce vehicles to a bike environment where it does not
exist today. 5. Residents report that younger children have to dismount when biking with their
families due to the steepness of the current bike path up to Monroe. The proposed design is just
as steep and it is unacceptable to expect families to do this with PO trucks and other vehicles in
the same cartway. 6. Monroe and 12th is a major bus stop for middle and high school students
serving dozens of children. 7. The PO is a seven-days-a-week operation with 3 vehicular access
points: bulk mail customers, garage parking for PO trucks, parking deck for PO employees
personal vehicles. All of these vehicular access points are between Lincoln and Monroe and at the
steepest grade. 8. The addition of street parking spaces will attract long-term commercial
vehicles unless appropriately signed and enforced. 9. If 12th is built from Lincoln to Monroe I
have no doubt Douglas Park will be told the traffic diverters and prohibition on turns at Monroe
are interfering with vehicular traffic flow and will be removed. 10. Douglas Park is not opposed to
the Complete Streets efforts county-wide and indeed we have delivered and will continue to
deliver additional street segments as projects come in under the Form Based Code. Linda Dye
DPCA resident since 1979
13243195041 A street with cars there would endanger our frequent walking mostly to the PO. There is already
a bike path. Increased car traffic would endanger the many children and their parents who walk
down our 12th St. to Randolph School. With all the apartments, there is far too much pedestrian
traffic to add more fast moving cars. There is a lot of car traffic into and out of the PO parking lot.
A road would just cause conjestion and less safety. The project makes no sense at all and breaks
a promise to our neighborhood.
13234611106 I am strongly opposed to this project. I don't see how adding more motor vehicle traffic to an
already busy street, creates more safety or bikes or pedestrians when there are already 2
perfectly good and safe paths past the post office where bikes and walkers can pass safely. There
are already plenty of ways to access Glebe including 11 and 14th street. Also, the Monroe and
12th Street S. corner already has sight line issues for those turning off of 12th plus it is a massive
bus stop for children. Spending lots of money to add more vehicles is a waste of county funds,
solves almost none of the problems it is stated to solve and makes that intersection even busier
for bikers, pedestrians and vehicles.
13228656260 The proposal's premise of bicycle and pedestrian safety is false. The block in question now has
NO vehicular traffic and is wonderfully safe for walking and cycling Arlingtonians. To propose
sharing with two lanes of vehicular traffic is the opposite of a safety proposal. The proposal's
purpose is to open Monroe to post office traffic, a long sought goal and one lone opposed by the
Douglas Park Neighborhood. Monroe street already is congested with cut through traffic. The
proposal will only compone this problem and reduce the school bus stop to hazardous. If the
county was truly interested in providing alternatives to Columbia Pike traffic, it would propose to
build this block and extend trafficability to Quincy St (and in the future to George Mason Dr). You
are not willing to propose that for the time being. Stop this proposal.

13245325717 This survey is not an effective method to gather input. It pre-supposes that I am in agreement
with the project, and I am not. So it is not useful for me to do rankings. Creating a brand new
intersection is not necessary, and, in fact, creates a safety issue. In addition, multiple neighbors
who were involved in the Post Office project have stated that it was specifically agreed this would
NOT be done. The existing sidewalk/path is more than adequate for bike traffic — a whole new
street/intersection is not needed. The existing 3-way intersection of 12th and Monroe is a
major school bus stop. Creating a 4-way intersection would create additional — and unnecessary
— safety risks. It’s possible this project made sense at some point in the past, but it doesn’t
now. It seems like a solution in search of a project. There must be other projects with a higher
ROI that could be pursued instead. Please don’t waste my taxes on this.
13234244768 I believe the bike lane currently there is sufficient and should not be expanded to create a road
for motor vehicles. This will increase traffic, cars will not give priority to bikes, and it will bring
more cars close to a major school bus pick up area which is dangerous.
13190978847 As far as pedestrian and bike traffic ease of access and safety, the current configuration is optimal
and does not need to be changed. Doing so would increase 12th street traffic, be a hazard for
children waiting at school bus stop, and create more traffic on 12th street east of Glebe, which
has no sidewalks for pedestrians., thus creating another potential hazard.
13188521864 This entire concept is an oxymoron. You want to "limit motor vehicle traffic volume", but you're
opening up a connection to traffic that isn't there in the first place. You want to have a grid
system to allow for the flow of traffic, but you are proposing no turn/do not enter signs and
traffic diverters at the intersection to limit traffic. These ideas are conflicting and don't make
sense. For pedestrians and bikers, just fix the path, the lights, and the overgrown shrubbery. For
vehicles inadvertently driving up the path, there's a much simpler solution to keep cars off the
path and not build an entire road. As far as a grid system, 11th and 14th connect Monroe and
Glebe already. Why do you also need to connect 12th? Are you also going to connect 13th. 12th
and Monroe is an intersection that serves as a bus stop for at least 50 kids. How is school children
safety being factored into this proposal if you're increasing vehicle traffic? You're trying to fix a
problem that doesn't exist.
13188538950 Why isn't there an option to oppose this project in your survey? I would like to see the originally
agreed to extension of 12th Street from S Glebe Road to S Lincoln Street, but not to S Monroe.
Why take a safe bike/pedestrian path and add vehicular traffic to it? What happens to the school
bus stop that approximately 70 kids wait at each morning where the bike path meets South
Monroe? This feels a lot like a solution with no problem. Most of the resident concerns raised in
the public hearing boiled down to "it's good policy to have a complete grid", but did not address
any of the questions asked. The diverters were described as something that emergency vehicles
can drive over, but what presents a larger vehicle from just driving over them as well. Lots of
unanswered questions about this plan, with obvious opposition from the neighborhood. It feels
like this decision has been made with no consideration of the community.

13247360781 Overall, I am disappointed this project currently warrants a $2.8M budget in the capital plan. The
most disappointing part of this is the goals explicitly state desire to prioritize bicyclists and
improve safety despite the current plan introducing non-trivial conflicts between bicyclists and
vehicular traffic. That being noted, if this project has to continue, there are a variety of
adjustments I would hope to be considered. I have put those in order of my preference. 1. Limit
car road connection from Lincoln to S Glebe and make Lincoln to S Monroe BIke/Pedestrian only.
This option succeeds in connecting the development to Glebe as promised in the initial site plan
and limits car/bike/pedestrian interactions. This should also accomplish most of the goals of the
project. 2. Remove parking on north side of 12th St, remove sharrows, and put in protected
bike path on south side of 12th St.
13189663565 Connecting 12th Street to Monroe Street was never part of the Form Based Code and it should be
abandoned by the county as even an option. My family has been living on Monroe Street for
over a decade and the traffic, speeding & noise from vehicles has only gotten progressively worse
with additional development. The idea of encouraging even more motorist traffic up and down
Monroe via an extension of 12th Street to Monroe would exacerbate an already deteriorating
situation from a residential standpoint. The county ought to be prioritizing the welfare & safety
of neighborhood as a whole instead. If there is a desire to improve the path for bicyclists and
walkers, then improve the path (repave, widen, add lights, signage, etc.), but adding substantially
more motorist traffic to an already overburdened neighborhood street does not make it safer for
residents and it certainly doesn't make it a more enjoyable place to live. The residents in Douglas
Park do not want this and do not more vehicular traffic in our neighborhood. Connecting S.
Lincoln street to 12th Street per the Form Based Code is the agreed upon plan and the county
should honor the plan and keep the development scope to what was agreed upon.
13229878150 Connecting Lincoln to 12th meets the specification of the Columbia Pike Form Based code. Fine. If
the townhouse community is willing to be inundated by motor vehicle traffic in exchange for
direct access to Glebe Road, so be it. Connecting 12th and Monroe is a bad idea. "Provide better
connectivity" is coded language for "increase vehicle access" and it is at odds with the priorities
named "limit motor vehicle traffic volumes" and at odds with "improve safety and accessibility."
I appreciate that care and attention to detail that the 12th and Monroe intersection design
shows. It does represent an effort to compromise what are inherently conflicting priorities. But I
really doubt it would operate as planned. In reality, impatient drivers will drive over the traffic
diverter, because it is designed to be driven over (by emergency vehicles) and because there will
be zero enforcement. Other motor vehicles, including those cutting the corner of Glebe and
Columbia Pike, will become impatient with cyclists going uphill to Monroe. Along with
numerous curb cuts and turning cars along this short stretch beside the busiest Post Office in the
area, the net effect will be to discourage pedestrians and cyclists who now use or would use the
existing path from doing so. Vulnerable users simply don't trust drivers to follow basic traffic
rules, much less an unconventional arrangement like the one pictured. TL;DR: I have used the
existing path twice a day, every day, for 6 years as a bicycle commuter, usually with my children.
If the proposed connector is built, I would not allow my children to use it to bike to school. It
would be too dangerous. It’s basically a street going through a busy parking lot.
13224757081 Have Lincoln go through but to the existing light at 12th and Glebe. From there, they can turn
right or left onto Glebe as well as go straight on 12th. Do not have it go uphill to Monroe. This is
not necessary especially since they will not be able to turn left onto Monroe. Monroe is accessible
from 11th Street. You are trying to fix a “problem” that doesn’t exist.
13188523509 My priority is to keep this from happening. Please connect to S Lincoln, but not to S Monroe.
13233879923 Preference is connect link to 12th and GLEBE not MONROE

13247280486 The existing path is very safe for bicycles, I commute on my bike through there weekly. Adding
vehicle traffic will only make the route more unsafe for bikers. The concept that the street needs
to be connected for "all" types of transportation is outdated, pre-dates vision zero, and does not
achieve transportation goals of the county. It would be better to improve the bath as a bicycle
path, and if necessary connect Lincoln and 12th but there is no reason to connect 12th to
Monroe.
13233753425 Connectivity for bicyclists is already fine, using 12th Street as an alternative to Columbia Pike.
Connecting Lincoln Street to the road that enters the Post Office should create few problems.
However, making 12th Street a thoroughfare would create dangers for pedestrians on 12th east
of Glebe Rd, where there are no sidewalks. It would also abrogate an agreement made when the
Post Office was built, not to provide driving access to it from Monroe Street.
13198928976 Connecting S Lincoln to 12th St to Glebe Rd is desirable. Connecting S Lincoln to 12th St to
Monroe is detrimental. Parking along 12th St between S Lincoln and Glebe is desirable.
13188546420 It’s important that cyclists be able to turn left from 12th to Monroe. Eliminating parking on the
north side of 12th to build a protected bike lane in its place would make left turns difficult and
dangerous for cyclists.
13214434104 Adding motor vehicle traffic to this road is a bad idea: motor vehicles can already get through on
Columbia Pike, and 8th st, and 9th st, and 11th st, and 14th st, and 16th st, and 17th st. Please
leave car parking/storage out of the plan.
13243075278 This project makes zero cents other than wasting money and creating more traffic on Monroe St.
Monroe St is already heavily travel with cars cutting through Douglas Park. A path already exists
there today for bikes and pedestrians, so this has nothing to do with connecting bikes, its all
about connecting cars and creating more vehicle traffic in the neighborhood while finding new
ways to waste tax payer dollars. This idea up there with the street car, gondola and million dollar
bus stop. County board needs to be drug tested!!!
13219380517 First and foremost, This form provides a bias towards wanting this or some type of connection
through 12th st. Second, The majority of the community has vocalized that there is no need or
desire for this project. The fact I live 30 yards from where this would be developed and only
received it last week after the first hearing indicates to me that Arlington county is not interested
in hearing opinons that do not feed into the desire to use this funding for this project. I will be
attending the next meeting and if Arlington county does not open the floor to public opinion who
are immedietly local to the project, then I forsee myself and others taking different avenues to
ensure those opinions are heard.
13243091143 Suggestion: keep the community informed of progress at every step. Douglas Park Civic
Association is being very vocal about their lack of input in this process...so the more
communication with them, the better.

13247217802 Please do not go forward with this project with the current proposed design. The current trail is a
County-designated Bicycle Boulevard – a popular and key connection to the bicycle network. It is
a critical safe, comfortable, and convenient passage for pedestrians and cyclists. • Bike-ped
safety: One of the goals of this project is “Improve safety and accessibility along the street and
at adjacent intersections.” Indeed, improving safety is a key goal of any Complete Streets project
in the County. Yet, this proposal creates a new street that will be more dangerous for cyclists and
pedestrians:
◦ What are the proposed bicycle facilities? I saw unprotected bike lanes (6’
wide, eastbound in the gutter) on the street cross section on slide 14, but I see only sharrows on
the three street plan overviews on slides 15-17. Not providing separate protected bike facilities is
not best current practice.
◦ You have called the existing sidewalk and bike path redundant,
and slide 9 states that they “serve similar purpose.” They are not redundant. The bike trail and
sidewalk are complementary and provide safe, and comfortable passage for pedestrians and
cyclists. Separate facilities are ideal for the safety of both groups – whether the cyclists have a
cycle track, protected bike lane, LIT lane, or a separate trail. Separate facilities avoid conflict
between cyclists and pedestrians.
◦ Increased risk to both cyclists and pedestrians with the
new street: With no protected bike lanes, cyclists either compete with pedestrians on the too
narrow sidewalk, putting both at risk; or cyclists must compete with drivers on the street –which
is very dangerous for them. In the street plan, both cyclists and pedestrians will have new
conflicts with drivers in the new intersections. Even if the proposed street is cut back, perhaps by
restricting access to and from Lincoln, drivers will still create new conflicts for pedestrians and
cyclists.
◦ Vision Zero: The County adopted its Vision Zero Action Plan in 2021. Creating a
new street that is more dangerous than the current conditions is a major setback for our Vision
Zero program. Why build a new street that is MORE dangerous than the existing layout?
•
Environmental impact: The proposed plan appears to create more hardscape and remove some
current green space. The County is encouraging better storm water management, increased tree
coverage, and planting a more lush green environment for our enjoyment and health. Rather
than build an unwanted new street, create a new model “green ribbon,” as proposed in the
Pentagon City Planning Study. • Building a new street seems to be a Solution looking for a
problem: Building two new blocks of 12th does not seem to provide significant new throughput
13244024693 This project makes biking less safe and more stressful. This project is a waste of money. Widen
the trail, bring the curb ramps to ADA, close the weird driveway apron, cleanup the overgrowth &
be done. Traffic diverters on bike boulevards are a great idea though; pilot them on the
stretches of the 9th Street & 12th Street bike boulevards that see the highest traffic volumes.
13243777241 This project is a misuse of funds that ought to be spent on any of the projects listed in the
County’s Master Transportation Plan Bicycle Element. This project makes biking less safe and
more stressful. This project does not improve pedestrian conditions in any meaningful way. This
project does not improve driving in any meaningful way. This project is a waste of money. Widen
the trail, bring the curb ramps to ADA, close the weird driveway apron, cleanup the overgrowth &
be done. Traffic diverters on bike boulevards are a great idea though; pilot them on the stretches
of the 9th Street & 12th Street bike boulevards that see the highest traffic volumes.
13243325467 This project makes biking less safe and more stressful This project does not improve pedestrian
conditions in any meaningful way. This project does not improve driving in any meaningful way.
This project is a waste of money. Widen the trail, bring the curb ramps to ADA, close the weird
driveway apron, cleanup the overgrowth & be done. Traffic diverters on bike boulevards are a
great idea though; pilot them on the stretches of the 9th Street & 12th Street bike boulevards
that see the highest traffic volumes.

13188600204 How is this project going to "limit" motor vehicle traffic volumes along 12th Street South when
there is currently NO vehicular access to this section of 12th Street? Overgrowth can be cut or
removed without adding a street with increased vehicular traffic. Currently bicyclists do NOT
have to share a roadway with vehicular traffic which eliminates all accidents. The proposed new
roadway would increase accidents between bicyclists and vehicular traffic. What are the
significant traffic problems that are happening right now that this project is trying to address?
Would an unwanted block of traffic ever be shoved down the throats of North Arlingtonians?
What safety features will be implemented to protect bicyclists from being hit by drivers exiting
Lincoln and turning East onto 12st Street? Why is the convenience of a few townhouse
residents weighing more than the safety of thousands of bicyclists and walkers? Getting rid
of/trimming vegetation and realigning street lights and pathways is more cost effective and safer
for all path users. Is this a consideration?
13239859811 As a Douglas Park resident, I’m concerned about increased traffic to the residential area. While I
support improving the existing trail for ADA compliance and bicycle traffic I am staunchly against
creating a two lane road.
13226921824 I think you can provide bike connectivity without allowing cars. If you have to allow cars make it
one way and do NOT allow cars into the adjacent neighborhood.
13243190176 I think creating a full street segment for a block is unnecessary. That odd driveway skirt can be
removed, or otherwise fixed, and that would make the connection far smoother.
13236558727 Since this project was initiated 10 years ago, the County's goals have changed. We adopted Vision
Zero and have been putting more and more roads on road diets. Adding more roads is contrary to
Arlington's efforts to decrease road deaths and injuries to zero and improve infrastructure to
encourage human-based transportation and micro-mobility. This project should be reimagined
as a bike/ped improvement project, improving the bike boulevard without adding in cars. Adding
an intersection (Lincoln) that does not even exist yet will only serve to increase danger, not
improve safety. Likewise with both the Glebe and Monroe intersections: they will decrease
safety. Not building the road, instead making an improved trail will allow for more permeable
surface, helping with stormwater management. It can also be designed with more trees, helping
with urban heat island and tree canopy. Well designed, it can serve almost as a mini-park, with
benches, etc., creating a hospitable urban space. Thoughtful design will allow for improved safety
at the Glebe and Monroe crossings compared to the current situation. Putting in a street will
destroy any opportunity for that. And it will likely cost less to the taxpayers. There is not a
compelling reason to build this street. There are lots of good reasons not to. Don't do it.
13215228694 This is a terrible idea and focused on cars not on pedestrians or bikes. This ranking exercise is
disingenuous and motor vehicle volumes should be limited to zero. No motor vehicle access
should be provided while upgrading bike and ped access only.

13236893724 This is a terrible project that would decrease safety for people walking and biking. Staff have
been spreading inaccurate information about this project being called for by planning documents
and increasing safety, particularly regarding people walking and biking and regarding the segment
from Lincoln to Glebe. This project isn't in the MTP (at least in any version that is available to the
public online). This isn't in the 2016 Streets Element or the 2019 Streets Element of the MTP. This
project with increase impermeable surface within the County. It would encourage driving, which
would both increase Arlington's carbon footprint and decrease safety. This project would
decrease safety for people walking and biking. Currently people walk on the sidewalk to the
north, and people bike comfortably on the trail. Introducing and eliminating the trail would force
people on bikes to mix with people on cars or to ride on the sidewalk - the first being more
dangerous for people biking and the second for people walking. This project would also introduce
new conflicts between cars and people walking and biking at the new intersection at Lincoln and
12th. This would be true even if the County built protected bike lanes on both sides of a new
street. If the County maintained the current trail and added a new street, people heading east on
bikes would be required to cross over the lanes of of the new street to reach the trail, which
would not be low stress or easy. Staff have identified a few issues with the current trail that
could be addressed more cheaply, while maintaining at least the current level of safety and
sustainability. The issues with cars using the current trail from the current driveway apron could
cheaply be addressed with signage and possibly bollards. Excess foliage can be cut back. Any
blockages in the sidewalk can be relocated. Other projects in the "Columbia Pike Streets"
program should be prioritized over this project, and this project should be reexamined in the next
CIP process. Re: diverters: Arlington has yet to install diverters. Instead of starting with a
permanent installation here, Arlington should introduce diverters to other locations in the County
to improve safety for people biking and walking, starting with temporary, tactical designs so that
we can see how they work in practice. If Arlington insists on proceeding with this project, it
should limit the connection, so that: - people driving on Glebe cannot turn left onto the new
street; - people driving cannot access both Monroe & Glebe; - a one way street or woonerf is
considered; - the speed limit is low enough to be safe (15 mph); - there are separated spaces
for people walking, biking and driving; - people walking and biking can move through the
13225976414 Please leave current path in place and make necessary ADA and other improvements to current
design. It is a wonderful waking and biking path “as is” that is a relief for many from congested
streets. And, it will not improve bike safety to turn into road - that objective does not make sense
within list.
13224718896 If the County is truly concerned with bike and pedestrian safety the area between Glebe Road
and 12th St. this area would be turned into a safe, well lighted, handicap enabled, biking and
walking path with NO vehicles. To think that it will be safer to allow vehicles to travel this path
with pedestrians and bikers is just ludicrous. When cars are added to any mix, regardless of the
safety controls put it place, it will always be less safe to all. Also, this link between Glebe and
Monroe will only increase the vehicle traffic on 12th St and through our neighborhood which
should be avoided. It will only make the bike path along 12th St more dangerous by adding more
cars that now will be cutting through. Through traffic should be encouraged on Columbia Pike not
in our neighborhood. One last thought, the goals presented in this plan seem flimsy at best for a
project that, in my opinion will only provide less safety to walkers, bikers, and the handicapped.
13202829012 This seems like a terrible idea. This path already works for pedestrians and bikers. There are
certainly some improvements that could be made to the path, but why would you open this up to
car traffic that doesn’t already exist? Who is clambering for this connection for cars? The general
concensus around Douglas Park is that nobody wants this. Is Arlington just going to ignore what
the community thinks? This seems like a deeply flawed idea.

13226247658 There is no need for a road here. If you want a glamour bike lane just build that. This path is very
safe and kids play on it. If we road must be built, add as many parking spaces as you can. The
3400 apt tenants take up the parking spaces in the townhouse community.
13214864881 Adding car access doesn't help in ANY way. I'm pretty sure there are more important projects
than this if you really want to improve the Pike. Why not focus on something that will make a
bigger difference, rather than just twiddling around with things that aren't helpful. If you want to
improve the Bike Boulevard, block MORE intersections to keep cars from taking this parallel
route.
13214520488 I would prefer to see a safe and better connected bike path throughout South Arlington. The
shared car/bicycle/pedestrian strip of 12th St between Glebe and Walter Reed is a much higher
priority than converting this safe ample lane connecting to Lincoln.
13247270336 I live in this neighborhood and DO NOT AGREE with the counties plan. Please leave the
intersection the way it is. There is ZERO benefit to anyone that lives in the neighborhood with
these changes. Connecting Glebe to our neighborhood streets endangers our children with so
many streets in Douglas Park with no sidewalks. Making it easier for a commuter to race through
Douglas Park to get around Pike traffic is reckless and not well thought out at all. Please cancel
this project and spend the funds on more sidewalks on streets like Monroe and 12th.
13246260577 Not needed. Just another street for people to complain about speeding, and they'll want speed
tables or circles!
13235093304 The scope of this plan only a very small percentage of able bodied cyclists at the expense of
everyone else, especially older neighbors, is discriminatory. The projects connection to Monroe is
not wanted or needed. The completion of this section appears to be an attempt at winning
design and bike magazine awards rather than any practical usage. The proposed plan will be used
by more vehicles per day than bikes by a factor of ten, therefore the entire premise of the project
is in question. I routinely walk the current bike streets across Glebe. Nobody uses it. It is a
narrow dangerous street for pedestrians and cyclists. The Monroe connection does give the Post
Office more access to Monroe Street. A post office that has violated every agreement with
Douglas Park, whose vehicles routine speed in the neighborhood already, while providing
horrendous service. It will create a dangerous intersection at the top of a hill, at a heavily used
APS bus stop and pedestrian area. The topography is all wrong for this proposal. It will create
another opportunity for the cut through traffic on Monroe from speeding vehicles wanting to
avoid the left turn at Glebe and the Pike. In addition, it violates every discussion and
understanding with the Douglas Park Civic Association dating from before the Form Based code.
Connecting Lincoln to Glebe so that residents of a very small development can make a left turn
makes no sense either since it will alter the entire traffic nature of a residential street. It has an
unequitable impact on the neighborhood at large, including the TH's that will have to endure a
level of traffic on Monroe that will be intolerable, as well as making it impossible to back their
cars onto Monroe. The entire project should be scrapped or dramatically altered to eliminate any
car/bus/truck access to Monroe. It is a total waste of funding focused on a minuscule percentage
of residents. Poor planning, poor execution. How about building sidewalks in other areas of DP
that desperately need them? This is such wasteful energy and spending. It makes this Liberal
family understand why Republicans won Virginia. Silly priority, focused on a tiny special interest
group, that tramples over the prior understanding of the large majority of DP residents.

13225096907 This is a dumb idea. I live in Douglas park and this will only invite more cut through traffic.
There’s already a bike and walking path in this location. Stop wasting money on things like this.

13224747831 I strongly oppose this plan. We do not need anymore cut through in our neighborhood. This will
encourage motorists to bypass traffic on Columbia pike, cutting through a dense neighborhood
with dense pedestrian activity. Additionally, many parts of Douglas Park do not have sidewalks,
resulting in lots of adults AND CHILDREN walking or scootering in rights of way. For evidence, see
the amount of non-neighborhood traffic that cut through 12th and 13th streets between Glebe
and Walter Reed. A much better solution would be to optimize traffic lights along the Pike
between George Mason or Quincy and points east.
13224682530 I am a homeowner near the intersection of S 16th and Monroe. There is already too much noisy
speeding unsafe cut through traffic on Monroe with people who don't want to bother stopping at
16thxMonroe. Additionally I walk Monroe to Columbia Pike often. The only possible reason I can
imagine the county would want to put traffic on 12th is to accommodate increased capacity at
the Glebe Post Office which has already outgrown that location. The county needs to put another
post office somewhere else instead of using dubious reasons like improved flow and access for
residents as an excuse not to properly site another post office. It seems the overwhelming
majority of residents in the immediate vicinity are opposed to this plan due to the increased
Monroe traffic and pedestrian safety hazards it will present, particularly to children. The county
should abandon this plan and add a post office elsewhere to accommodate increased need.
13208331972 This project is poorly conceived and has reached its current stage of planning in spite of
expressed community sentiment against it. This setup of this survey presumes that the
participant wants the 12th street project to move forward, which no one in the neighborhood
does. An option for "disagree with proposed action" would better capture constituent feelings on
this topic. I live on Monroe between 11th and 12th street. This is to say I am more familiar with
the safety and accessibility challenges of this area than most. Cars are constantly speeding down
Monroe from the Pike past my house, as they look for a quick route to circumvent Glebe/Pike
traffic. I don't see how adding yet another vehicle access point would solve that issue, other than
to ensure we get the same problem from the opposite direction. The existing bike path is plenty
wide, has no visibility issues (vegetation?) and is a quick and safe way to get to glebe by foot. I've
never seen or heard of motor vehicles attempting to use the existing bike path, nor do I see how
that would be possible. However, creating a cut-through for cars would most definitely increase
the presence of vehicles at the Monroe/12th intersection and exacerbate the safety problems
that exist already. The diverter would perhaps stop cars from going into the neighborhood (SUVs
will hop it), but drivers will overcome this by pulling high-speed U-turns in my and my neighbors'
driveways to the north as they currently do from time to time. I have reviewed the referenced
Form Based Code and Master Plan enough to say that those documents do not account for the
addition of another cut-through in the relatively new 11th street or the townhome community on
its south side. Perhaps instead of blindly following an outdated, ill-conceived plan, the county
should consider spending the funds on other pressing matters, such as adding another speed
hump to S. Monroe at 11th street, or regulating the ever-increasing number vehicles with
deafening custom exhaust systems gunning their engines at 2 a.m. on a Tuesday.

13204505810 If this is being proposed as a complete streets project, further on 12th Street (from glebe to
Walter Reed) needs adequate sidewalks. This proposal will increase bike and vehicle traffic and
not having a reliable sidewalk (or any at all) is much needed for safety. My family and I walk this
route to avoid Columbia Pike and it is already unnerving with cars trying to avoid the pike traffic.
This would only create more chaos.

13188556329 This idea is a horrible idea and should be scrapped. Bicyclists and pedestrians are much safer with
12th Street closed to thru traffic from Glebe Road. Instead of wasting money on this ridiculous
idea put in sidewalks on 12th Street EAST of Glebe where pedestrians are forced to walk in the
street.
13243301536 I live in Douglas Park - this seems to be an example of unnecessary government spending to "fix"
an issue that does not exist. But this is Arlington, so have at it.
13242888022 This is a #$%ing disaster. Bikes and peds need MORE dedicated infrastructure, not the removal of
an existing right of way. Justifying it as part of the FBC is irrelevant: bad policy from 10 years ago
remans bad policy. Give bikes and peds more dedicated space, not less! End this project NOW
and use the funds for dedicated bike lanes elsewhere!
13242711867 These survey options seem based on the assumption that cyclists want to use a bike boulevard. If
I'm going somewhere on or near the Pike, I'm going to ride on the Pike, so my priority would be
to make that bike friendly.
13240117063 There are too few ways to access Columbia Pike/Glebe right now, especially protected ones. How
about a traffic light at 16th and Glebe?
13225015098 I believe that connecting 12th street will negatively impact walkability and bicycles on the narrow
portion of 12th Street’s 3100 block. This section of street is already over crowded. Cars,
pedestrians and bikes. All share a single lane. This plan must include widening of 12th St and
sidewalks in the 3100 block. Otherwise, this change will be contrary to the multimodal goals of
the county.
13213417353 This project is not a wise investment in relation to the other pedestrian and bicyclist options we
should invest in.
13201797284 Concept does not satisfy stated objectives. Concept wastes funds and decreases pedestrian and
bike safety on 12th St S by increased car traffic. This is a repeat of the Pike trolley and $1M bus
stop fiascos.
13242927910 The bike connectivity is nice, but it’s not that useful unless the whole trail actually connects into
Washington. Those missing connections should be prioritized over this one (so no one has to bike
on Columbia Pike).
13247432947 I understand why this project is being considered, but I fundamentally don't understand the true
need of the project. This is a solution to a problem (that really isn't a problem) while creating a
slew of new issues. It degrades the bicycling experience and doesn't help the pedestrian
experience. Please consider canceling this project outright and transferring the remaining funds
to 1) make the minor improvements to the trail (widening, better ramps, close the mystery
driveway apron, and general maintenance of the landscaping) and 2) fund other more worthy
transportation safety improvements in the Columbia Pike corridor. These other improvements
could be the piloting of traffic diverters on the existing bike boulevards.
13246145543 As a biker and Douglas park resident, the project is not a wise use of funds and the current
arrangement is not a problem. There is plenty of room for bikers and walkers, plenty of access for
traffic via adjacent roads. It is solving a problem that is not really a problem and therefore the
money should be spent elsewhere
13233746667 An unnecessary expenditure of county tax money. The bike accessibility is adequate as is.
"improvements" not necessary.
13233721531 This is totally unnecessary! Bikes can easily go down the bike path next to the post office. Instead
of wasting tax dollars on this stupid project use them to put sidewalks in areas that are totally
dangerous for pedestrians like 12th St S between Glebe and Highland.
13233177901 This project makes no sense! leave it the way it is and save taxpayer dollars on a useless project
that would degrade a perfectly fine pedestrian zone!

13228365953 I don't understand why we are spending money to fix something that is not broken. There is a
dedicated sidewalk for pedestrians and dedicated bike path for cyclists making this spot one of
the safest to walk and bike in all of Arlington! Funding could be better used to add sidewalks on
BUSY neighborhood streets that currently are used by commuters to avoid traffic. This would
include S Monroe St and 18th St S.
13226023290 Horrible idea. Cyclists and pedestrians navigate that area just fine. It's a paved path that works
well. I walk there all the time. This road is completely un-necessary and will only serve
USPS/Amazon trucks going to the loading dock of the post office. Building a road of that size right
next to the townhomes there will be awful for them. Just trucks coming and going all day long.
Please spend this money to build an overpass at Four Mile Run and S George Mason Drive. There
are lots of accidents there. Pedestrians and cyclists getting hit and injured on a routine basis going
on decades now. It is an extremely difficult and dangerous to navigate area for all involved,
drivers, pedestrians, cyclists, dog walkers, strollers, scooters, Metro Buses. If you want to improve
the county's low stress bike network look no further than Four Mile Run and S George Mason
Drive or even Four Mile Run and Shirlington Road by the Weenie Beanie. That's another area that
has been ignored for decades. Both areas are very high conflict. The area behind the Post office
where you want to build this road is definitely not. Why don't you just come out and say you are
building this road to benefit the Postal Service and Amazon and not try to hide behind the idea of
building a stress free bike network.
13224840850 There is no need for this project. How can you argue this option is safer for bicyclists than the
existing BIKE ONLY path? There are much more important priorities for the county.
13224680949 This design serves no legitimate safety purpose. There are already 2 bike lanes and pedestrian
walkways there. A better use of complete streets funding would be more sidewalks along
12th/13th streets on the east side of Glebe
13228092265 I’m completely against this proposed project. Out of the four goals the only one it would
accomplish is to improve connectivity between S Lincoln to 12th St. The proposed project will
reduce safety and do away with a dedicated bike path. It will also increase (not decrease) traffic
along 12th st.
13227982190 The proposal will endanger cyclists and make the path less attractive to pedestrians. The so-called
bike boulevard would replace a dedicated bike path. The new on street has three curb cuts
serving the post office. All of these create new bike-vehicle conflicts. Furthermore, the tiny
Lincoln Street block would also become a new cut through for bailout traffic from Glebe Road and
post office vehicles. I find nothing to like about this proposal. Rebecca Krafft. 13th Street South
13247144995 I truly don’t understand how this project prioritizes safety, prioritizes cyclists, or limits motor
vehicle traffic along 12th. I live on 12th Street near Glebe, and it’s already incredibly dangerous
for residents because of the high volume of drivers who drive down our block to avoid the Pike.
Opening up the existing pedestrian/bike path by the post office to vehicles will only increase the
amount of traffic coming down 12th. We don’t have any sidewalks on my block, and I already
don’t feel safe walking with my young child along our street because of the motor vehicle traffic.
The existing pedestrian and bike pathway that is proposed to be replaced is one of the safest
places for us to walk or bike. It should not be turned into a motor vehicle road. This project will
not increase overall safety, will put cyclists and pedestrians at increased risk, and will increase
motor vehicle traffic. As a homeowner one block from the project location, I will be negatively
impacted, and I strongly oppose the project. This money would be better spent putting sidewalks
in.

13243238232 We live on Monroe St, which is already used. by city buses and commuters as a cut through from
both Walter Reed and Columbia Pike when the Columbia Pike and Glebe intersection is backed up
during rush hour. This already makes Monroe St a residential street subject to heavy traffic (as
evidenced by the need for speed bumps). Further, we use the current bike trail and sidewalk near
daily on walks and bike rides with our small children. We strongly oppose adding more car travel,
especially cut through travel, into our residential area and abolishing a protected walking and
bicycling space.
13233799438 The area in discussion should remain closed to vehicles. Extending S12th Street between Monroe
and Glebe will increase traffic in the neighborhood, specifically along 12th St. Once motorized
vehicles are added to the mix the safety of pedestrians and bike riders is put at greater risk of
injuries and even death. This would also reduce green space and the opportunity for a greater
tree canopy. I fully OPPOSE opening this to vehicles. Just because traffic diverters are put in
place is no guarantee of safety from vehicles. Turn this space into a small park like setting with
walking and biking. Increase green space, add trees, benches, etc.
13226335955 Why allow cars to turn from this part of 12th onto S Monroe? It seems like it will only help drivers
passing through on a shortcut from northbound Glebe to westbound Columbia Pike. If they
happen to hit a green at 12th and Glebe, they will be able to skip the left turn light at Columbia
Pike, diverting through the neighborhood and disrupting pedestrians who live here, particularly
those of us with strollers who might be walking to the elementary school.
13224705897 What happened to “do not make 12th street a through street to Monroe”? There is no option for
that, above. I am not in favor of another cut through in our neighborhood. USPS trucks will be the
worst abusers. Bikers and walkers along Monroe will be less safe - even if your emphasis along
12th is slower traffic and bike friendly.
13202388604 This is a terrible idea. As a resident of Douglas Park I frequently walk or bike along the bike path
between Monroe Street and S Glebe with my kids. There is no way that ADDING a road, with car
traffic, is going to make this safer for bikers and pedestrians. It will just mean that my kids and I
have one fewer place where we can freely walk and bike without having to worry about speeding
cars
13202080985 This design seem ill conceived and informed. Douglas Park needs better sidewalks, particularly in
the area described. This street would detract from pedestrian safety and seems to primarily
benefit USPS traffic. It will not benefit local traffic as 12th St ends approximately 3 blocks later.
This updates serves no useful purpose.
13188871696 Such a conversion of the current bike/walk path to include cars would greatly increase danger to
we pedestrians who use the walk to go to the U.S. Post Office. It makes no sense.
13247081028 The proposal is a horrible idea. It will endanger cyclists and make the path less attractive to
pedestrians. The so-called bike boulevard would replace a dedicated bike path. The new on street
has three curb cuts serving the post office. All of these create new bike-vehicle conflicts.
Furthermore, the tiny Lincoln Street block would also become a new cut through for bailout
traffic from Glebe Road and post office vehicles. I live on 14th St between Glebe and Monroe I
see this bailout traffic all times of day. Cars will speed through the neighborhood and pedestrians
and cyclist will pay the price for this project.
13224760431 I live on 12th St South and we have seen a big increase on vehicular traffic since adopting the light
at Glebe and 12th. I walk and bike in the neighborhood alone and with my wife. We find it very
easy to use on the existing paved path from monroe St. to Glebe next to the post office. It's much
safer and easier than walking on busy streets. I love how it’s is right now. I feel safe as it is right
now, and we use it every day. Don’t change anything, it will only add unwanted vehicular traffic
on 12th st. Diverted signs are not very effective and don’t see much benefits adopting this option.
My vote is NO for this project. Thank you

13205040573 I'm very uncomfortable with the idea of more cars passing through because I take my toddler for
walks on that trail.
13247067042 I realize this benefits the condo development on the north side, but am concerned that it adds
hazards to pedestrians (more driveway crossings and vehicle conflicts on both sides) and cyclists.
Not everyone respects the sharrows markings. I guarantee there will be rebellious motorists who
will do what they feel entitled to. Why the traffics diverters are critical. Keep them, and we'd
*love* to see diverters elsewhere on both Bike Boulevards.
13243461452 I do not understand this project. As proposed, this project makes biking less safe and more
stressful. This project does not improve pedestrian conditions in any meaningful way. This
project does not improve driving in any meaningful way. This project is a waste of money. Widen
the trail, bring the curb ramps to ADA, close the weird driveway apron, cleanup the overgrowth &
be done. Traffic diverters on bike boulevards are a great idea though; let's pilot them on the
stretches of the 9th Street & 12th Street bike boulevards that see the highest traffic volumes.
13204513780 I hear the goal being to connect the street grid, and I appreciate the addition of the traffic
diverter that prioritizes bike movements. The current trail doesn't work great with the bike
boulevard, as you have to hop on and off of it over traffic. Any chance we could get an easier way
to trigger the signal at Glebe for folks on bikes?
13190940833 If safety is main concern, bikers currently do not need to worry about cars. New design would
introduce cars to the bike path. I am a resident on 12th Street. If a road were to be built, I would
want to use it to access Glebe from 12th street. But as designed it looks like the road is just for
the post office use. I don't like the idea of this major project just so that the post office workers
benefit to the detriment of other residents.
13245736392 My only concern is about the limiting of vehicle turns. I'm not sure why WB vehicles on 12th St S
can't drive straight and must turn right on S Monroe St (these are quiet roads and drivers may
just ignore the sign and drive straight). Similarly, I'm not sure why EB drivers can't go down the
proposed area from 12th St S or S Monroe St. I support the project in general, but I would like to
see normal intersections for cars.
13244245163 I support that it enhances the urban street grid. Suggest removing the traffic diverter, it should be
a four way stop where vehicles, in addition to bikes, could turn in all directions. Vehicles travel
too fast down Monroe Street today, and having a stop at 12th would help keep speeds down
generally.
13244157651 Reconnecting the street grid for vehicle traffic is important as well to improve local
neighborhood trips. I would prefer a design that allowed for eastbound vehicle traffic from the
intersection with Monroe St rather than the traffice diverter. Moste eastbout bicycle traffic will
come from Monroe rather then 12th st anyway.

13247294268 As proposed in the 30% design, this project is not likely to ever achieve the broad needs of
Arlington’s Vision Zero plan or the concept of a bike boulevard. This is largely the result of
decisions made years ago during some visioning process that concluded a road was needed. The
design then moved forward with that as the primary objective, and other elements of the design
were made subordinate to that objective. As a result, the project as envisioned will put cyclists
in conflict with USPS trucks, create a cut-through opportunity for motorists seeking to avoid the
intersection of Glebe and Columbia Pike, and destroy the concept of a bike boulevard. As
proposed, this project needs to be stopped and a visioning process completed. The design has
languished for so long, the County’s priorities have changed to the point that, if proposed today,
the project might not have been approved. As shown, it does little to enhance connectivity,
particularly given the restrictions proposed for 12th and Monroe. Prohibiting eastbound
entrance on 12th, westbound movement on 12th beyond Monroe, and forcing all traffic to turn
northbound on Monroe appears to be far too restrictive to plausibly assert “enhanced
connectivity”. If there is a need for a roadway, maybe a woonerf would provide the emergency
access Arlington seems to feel is necessary while maintaining the primacy of non-vehicle road
users. This project has waited in the design queue for long enough it must be characterized as
having been “overcome by events”. Moving forward with this project will be another “million
dollar bus stop” for Arlington and will deny other higher value projects from being accomplished.
13247336307 This project is in direct conflict with assurances made to the neighborhood MANY years ago,
when the post office was built, that 12th street would NEVER be connected to Glebe from
Monroe. If we can't rely on past assurances, how can we trust or rely on current or future
assurances.
13241094049 Per agreements between Neighborhood Working Group and Arl. Co, VDOT and Post Office S. 12th
Street should not be opened to traffic at S. Monroe as condition building South Station Post Office
in 1995. This agreement should be honored. Increased volume of housing, traffic and
pedestrians since 1995 do not support the arguments for opening up S. 12th Street.
13234127801 If the main purpose is to create a Bike Boulevard it should be noted that a Bike Path exists now
and very few bikes use that 1 block bike path. A biker survey should be done before taking
extensive measures on their behalf. It is also important to note that many current residents
were witness to the agreements made at the time South Station was planned (1995) between the
neighborhood, Post Office, VDOT and Arlington County to NOT open S. 12th Street. The
concession and promise by the involved authorities was NOT to open S. 12th Street, which would
increase neighborhood traffic which since then has increased due to increased population. That
agreement should be honored by the current authorities involved. The majority of residents are
against this proposal.

13191179838 In 1995 when the site plan for the current South Station Post Office was undergoing review and
approval by the County Board, the Arlington County Department of Public Works recommended
that the site plan provide for the creation of an exit from the Post Office site to South Monroe
Street that would permit right turns onto northbound South Monroe Street. Citing concerns
about the negative impact of more traffic on neighborhood streets, the then New Arlington
Douglas Park Civic Association as well as the London Square Homeowners Association opposed
any vehicular access between the site and South Monroe Street. Ultimately the proposal for such
an exit was rejected and the final site plan that was approved by the County Board excluded
ingress or egress to South Monroe Street from the Post Office site. The current proposal, insofar
as it would extend South 12th Street to South Monroe Street, is substantively identical to the
proposal that was rejected by the County in 1995. I don't see what has changed that now
warrants a different outcome with respect to allowing vehicular access to Monroe Street from
the north side of the Post Office site. The status quo with respect to ingress or egress to South
Monroe Street should be maintained.
13227265448 This project is not needed. We do not need a connection between Columbia Pike and Monroe at
12th. There are plenty of other connections. This will increase traffic into the neighborhood and
is different than what was always promised to the Douglas Park community. We were
guaranteed that a 12th St would not be connected to Glebe Road. The bikes currently have a
great bike path with no cars so this is not about a bike path like you pretend it is.
13212807522 This is a foolish plan and goes against the County plans that date back to 1995, and the South
Station US post office promises never to connect 12th St. between Glebe & Monroe. Opening
12th street is a serious concern to us living on 12th and Monroe. One concern is cut through
traffic in the neighborhood. The argument you make that it'll improve safety and accessibility is
not good enough and the justification for opening up 12th St. argument to support bicycle traffic
is nonsense. What is even more unconscionable is the idea of connecting S Lincoln St to 12th St.
The whole project is really ridiculous. Please DO NOT open up 12th Street.
13247342552 As a Douglas Park resident, I'm concerned that the framing for the project continues to
emphasize that it will be better for bikers. Adding cars to what is effectively a protected bike lane
at the moment cannot be better for bikers. And "because it's part of the plan" is not a compelling
reason to complete the street when those plans were developed before the current climate
consciousness. If Arlington wishes to promote alternative transportation, why add another street
for vehicular traffic? At a minimum, this street project should have a protected bike lane. Painted
priority markings are just paint, offering no real protection. I know my children and I will likely
bike on the sidewalk instead, which is worse for pedestrians. Given the width of the proposed
road, seems like by either eliminating the parking lane or making the road one way, a protected
bike lane would be feasible. Additionally, biking down already busy Monroe Blvd will be
complicated by adding an additional intersection. if the street project proceeds, please reconsider
to include a protected bike lane. (And as far as complete streets are concerned, completing the
bike blvd between S. Barton and Wayne would far more useful. Biking on Columbia Pike is a
nightmare.)
13247212790 If 12th becomes available to motor vehicles we will need a bike path along Monroe between 14th
and 12th to keep bicycle safety. The path through Monroe park dead ends into Monroe at a blind
spot. If vehicular traffic increases on Monroe from cut through traffic from 12th this will
endanger pedestrians and bicycles. There is no other connection safe for bicycles from 14th or
16th streets and beyond.

13247192312 I do not understand how this plan helps bicycle traffic at all. I think it’s mainly meant to allow car
access. Should call it as it is.
13247118829 This project does not meet any of the stated goals. It makes bikers LESS safe. The county needs to
listen to the residents who have very clearly said “no” to this project.
13245174315 When I listened to the meeting, it sounded like since this project has been in the pipeline for a
long time, it is going through. That was quite disheartening for community members expressing
other opinions. One of the goals of this project is stated to be increased connectivity for bikes
with an eye to safety. It seems that instead of adding cars to the mix, just adjust the intersection
so that it is a safer turn onto an expanded bike lane.
13243205463 As a daily bike commuter, I can say with confidence that adding cars to what is currently a
dedicated bike and pedestrian path will significantly decrease the safety and usability of the path.
There are plenty of vehicle-accessible east-west connections in our neighborhood, but not many
where you can feel relatively safe biking. Please don’t take this one away.
13242667324 Even though I primarily drive in this particular part of Arlington, I see the need for improved
safety measures for cyclists.
13239399810 This project should be scrapped. The design does not align with the stated issues, and in fact
creates new issues such as introducing cars and additional conflict points with pedestrian and
bicyclists. The project is pitched as an improvement to bicyclists and pedestrians, but it only
makes the existing situation worse. Crazy to think this is how the scarce transportation dollars
and resources are being spent, and insulting that building a new road for cars with some paint for
bikes is a solution to any of the stated issues that are cited as the reason for this project.
13237822127 Please don't do this. Why take a dedicated pedestrian/bike corridor, add cars, and then not
create dedicated bike lanes? Sharrows may be better than no markings, but they are not the
same as dedicated bike lanes (or the option that exists now with no cars). What problem is this
solving? It's unsafe to bike on Columbia Pike. Why add more cars safe bike-only infrastructure?
13236921076 I feel that this project, as currently presented, would be not be a benefit to the bicycle boulevard.
It would decrease safety. It would mix bicyclists and walkers with commercial and private motor
vehicle traffic. A safe multi-modal path should be maintained for this block of 12th Street South.
The design also, as presented, has no stop signs for vehicle drivers to stop for bicyclist and
walkers.
13228345547 The proposed does not address any of these priorities for people on bikes. The project would
reduce safety for people on bikes by changing what is now a dedicated separate facility into a
street where people on bikes are forced to share space with moving and parked vehicles. The
proposed intersection with S Lincoln Street adds an additioajnl conflict point for all users. The
current condition with a trail, limiting vehicle access is complexly consistent with design principals
for a bike boulevard because it discourages vehicle traffic while encouraging bike traffic.
Indicating that this proposed design is an improvement for people on bikes is disingenuous.
13226551821 Given that the traffic diverters limit 2/3s of the options for connecting 12th to Monroe, I strongly
suggest making this a Bike/Ped connection ONLY. The Right-turn-only option is not worth the
increased risk of danger to bike/ped traffic as many drivers will try to make illegal turns here. We
see it already with just a bike path. I will send images from a recent NACTO example of a way to
improve a residential intersection with bike/ped amenities while limiting car traffic. I think this
could easily be done here with a CaBi station.

13224742334 There is already a low stress way for bikes to move from S glebe to S Monroe. Insinuating that
adding a lane for cars is somehow going to make it better for bikers is insane. Sorry Arlington, we
are not stupid. The purpose of this new road is to allow the USPS an easier route into douglas
park. If you imply anything different you are kidding yourselves and lying to us. The bikes (and I'm
a biker) ALREADY have a safe route. There is both a pedestrian sidewalk and a paved path. I do
not support this project at all. Having car drivers cross OVER the bike lane to turn from the Post
office onto the 12th street extension makes this road DANGEROUS to bikers. Does Arlington
County want bikers run over? I can't see how this project does anything other than make it is LESS
safe for bikers.
13214405118 This should be primarily focused on Bike connection given that CP is primarily car, we need safe
alternatives.
13202664339 I’m against the proposed designed and concept. I do not think it will increase connectivity and
safety in particular for bikers.
13190978692 This is a big loss for bicycling and pedestrian safety. The current configuration is safe and car-free.
It helps to keep postal vehicles and cars from 12th St S. from Monroe to S. Randolph. Your
proposal will add 12th to the grid and increase traffic on one of the parallel Columbia PIke bike
facilities, the last safe places to ride from one end of the Pike to the other. This is not the way to
improve my Pike route. Please drop the project.
13242911276 The bike boulevard concept is useless. The Columbia Pike Corridor is to hilly to rationally allow
biking, especially for bikers carrying loads. Please keep bikes off of major public streets.
13247379325 I hope that whatever is done doesn’t encourage drivers to cut through Douglas Park
neighborhood. Keep drivers on the main roads please. Thank you for asking for community
feedback.
13240203738 This will open up another glut of traffic and be used as a pass-through for vehicles, just as S.
Monroe has been used.
13240021108 I live in Monroe in Douglass Park. Speeding traffic on Monroe is already a safety hazard. This
connection would make an already dangerous problem worse.
13236929806 This project is unnecessary and significantly reduces safety for all modes, especially bikes and
peds. This is now the safest section of the 12th Boulevard. The only people that will benefit will
be the few residents of the townhouses between 12th and 11th. I am especially concerned about
the left hand turns from Glebe onto 12th and 12th onto Glebe which will very likely result in
vehicle/pedestrian conflict.
13233864763 Nix it. We do not want cut-through traffic on 12th street. We do not want noise pollution from
speeding cars. Safety is our utmost concern. DO NOT OPEN UP12TH STREET.
13228072773 The new concept is less biker friendly vs improving it for bikers. It will also increase traffic on an
already busy street.
13202092198 I am concerned about my home value as I am at the corner of 12th and Monroe. What can be
done about the people speeding up Monroe with loud cars. More speed humps perhaps?
13197297111 This will not limit traffic along 12th St. It will increase vehicle traffic as a cut through to avoid
Columbia pike.
13196857705 Please ensure the actual execution of this plan does not increase vehicles cutting over from S.
Glebe Rd. to S. Monroe Street to use S. Monroe as an alternate route to Walter Reed Drive. There
are far too many cars plus trucks and other large, noisy vehicles using S. Monroe as a
thoroughfare. It is a residential street with families, small children and parking on only one side of
the street once you pass S. 14th Street. With all the fast moving vehicles that cut through, we
don't feel safe on the street we live on. Arlington County needs to also provide no drive through
signs during rush hours off of S. Glebe road toward S. Monroe and off of S. Walter Reed onto S.
Monroe to help cut down on the traffic.

13193735019 We oppose this project as it would increase congestion along 12th St.
13188838265 I am worried as many others that if we connect 12th to Glebe it will increase the through traffic
even more than there is already. There are also other items such as sidewalks on Monroe (near
12th), they are missing on the right side of the street between 12th and 14th. This makes the
area already unsafe for bikers and pedestrians and if you connect 12th and glebe it will only
increase the traffic.
13188553511 Limiting bicycle traffic as well as vehicle traffic on S. 12th St. is a priority to those of us who live in
the S. 12th St. townhouses since our brick walls flanking the sidewalk severely limit visibility of
any sort of traffic on 12th.
The barriers shown above indicate that residents of S. !2th St. could
not go west from the post office through the 12th & Monroe intersection to their homes. That's
not a neighborhood-friendly plan!
13243226643 Do not do this project. It does not benefit walkers, bikers, commuters in the area--all in the name
of "completing the grid."
13240291147 I don't feel this project is necessary.
13233781662 My #1 priority is to cancel this ill planned waste of time and money. As planned this defeats it’s
stated objectives of improving safety for bikers and walkers.
13228592340 This is a huge waste of money - solving a problem that does not exist
13228007279 There is no meaningful benefit to this proposal for those walking or biking. The entire purpose
appears to be to add a travel lane for cars. The complete streets nonsense is a cover for the real
motivation here.
13226356502 I'm not sure any of these priorities are really priorities. Having lived nearby for years, I rarely see
bikes on the "bike boulevard." How many bike passengers will there be per day? Why not start
from first principles, what is really needed in Douglas Park, what is really needed in South
Arlington?
13224741431 Im against any type of construction right now until we know what traffic this ridiculous build up of
buildings will bring to our area. I particular I’m concerned about crime increasing
13191769067 This poll presumes that this has already been approved. Who would benefit from this? Certainly
not the property owners. This will make the neighborhood less safe for everyone. Bikes, peds,
kids and drivers will be less safe. There will be illegal U-Turns happening everywhere.
13190849403 I am 100% AGAINST connecting Lincoln Street and 12th Street South. This does NOT need to
happen. What is there now is sufficient. At no point are the residents who live and work in
Arlington, specifically on 12th Street South, being asked directly if we support this project. Is that
because you already know the answer is no or suspect it is no and do not want definitive
numbers. Please STOP this project once and for all.
13190038352 This is an unnecessary "improvement". Traffic through the postoffice area and at the Pike3400
townhouse development is not impeded now and the bicycle "improvements" are not needed.

13188574683 Since on a daily basis I walk the pedestrian walkway that the design proposes to replace with a
street, I can say that the photo posted in this survey is deceptive. The angle from which the
photo was taken suggests sight problems, but that is because the photo is taken at probably at
least a 45 degree angle. If you are standing on the existing pedestrian walkway there is no sight
problem. In fact the pedestrian walkway is one of the safest places to walk in the area because
there are no cars on it, and pedestrians and bikes are the only things on the walkway. And, when
you are standing in the walkway, you can see clearly from S Glebe to Monroe Street. Again, I
need to emphasize that the photo in the survey is deceptive. Walk the area and you'll be able to
see that right away. Further, right now it is difficult for pedestrians to cross Monroe Street and
the proposed street would only make it more difficult by increasing traffic and the number of
directions from which cars can approach pedestrians. The traffic on Monroe already exceeds the
speed limit and does not slow down at the cross walk. A 4-way stop at 12th Street and Monroe
Street would certainly help if 12th Street is extended from Monroe to S Glebe. Moreover,
increasing traffic on Monroe is a concern because there is not a sidewalk on both sides of
Monroe. The sidewalk ends after the London Square HOA and pedestrians have to go into the
street. Having a sidewalk on only one side of Monroe is hazardous, particularly with the increase
in foot traffic with more people staying home and the need to socially distance. If the county
moves forward with the plan despite public concerns, then we need sidewalks on both sides of
Monroe. And, also note that the sidewalk on one side of Monroe ends two blocks before a
county park. That makes no sense. I do not support the proposed connection project.
13233774994
13227044482
13226996254 How will motor vehicles be discouraged or physically blocked from entering 12th St S from S
Monroe St?
13243159808 I am a Ballston area resident who has struggled to get around Columbia Bike by bike in the past,
and this sort of improvement would help me make more trips from the Ballston area to Columbia
pike. One of my biggest issues in the Columbia Pike area biking is car concerns.
13240603735 I welcome opening 12th Street. As a resident of Douglas Park, I try to avoid Columbia Pike and the
intersection at Glebe. This plan would improve access to the post office.
13238316901 I support the proposed design.
13226722671 It is long overdue to connect S. 12th on this block with S. Monroe Street. The current situation is
that motorists must avoid Columbia Pike by turning from S. Monroe onto S. 11th Street, and then
practically pull into an active traffic lane on S. Glebe to turn right to go half a block onto S. 12th to
turn into the Post Office. Routinely motorists attempt to turn from S. Monroe onto the "nonstreet" at S. 12th to get to the Post Office, even driving over or around barriers. This would
provide more safety for those in the neighborhood to connect S. 12th on this block by the post
office. I am not buying any of the comments of the very few (less than 40) people who "run" the
Douglas Park Civic Association. They represent themselves, not the over 9 thousand who live in
Douglas Park (mostly same folks for over 20 years) and are very unwelcoming to newcomers who
see things differently.
13224818922 I think connecting 12th to Glebe Road is an excellent idea. Thank you for considering this project.
13192969298 I support creating a through street on 12th street from Monroe to glebe. My family and I moved
to Douglas park a couple of years ago. We love living here and plan to stay for decades. The civic
association is “old guard” and is not open to new ideas and voices. They are citing “promises”
from the 1990s as a reason not to have a nice street (I was a kid in the 90s, but now I own on
13th Street and am the future of the neighborhood). That entry to our neighborhood is
embarrassing and we deserve nice streets.

13189871791 We need this connection. Existing conditions are not great and uncomfortable to walk through
with the vegetation (which has been used for sleeping). PLease clean this area up and make it
appealing to walk, bike, and get around. I was scared to share my opinion with the Civic
Association, as they are very loud against this.
13247348539 By opening 12th street to autos, this concept is totally contrary to Arlington’s long term
commitment to bicycle boulevards. Hopefully the design team will recognize the negative impact
that this project design will have on the existing bicycle boulevard. I did not prioritize above,
because there was none that said to keep 12th street closed to cars.
13247245855 Making another street where cars can drive in this area does not make it safer for bikers. I prefer
the existing set up, not creating another road. I am a resident of Douglas Park.
13246839913 The existing path does an excellent job as a low stress bike boulevard. I ride this frequently in the
warmer months. The replacement street will be far less safe and welcoming to cyclists and
pedestrians. Arlington has enough asphalt already. Maintain what's already here and leave this
place alone.
13246717292 I'd prefer to reserve this for bikes and pedestrians and not allow car traffic
13243388242 Mixing vehicular and bicycle traffic on this stretch of 12th St is dangerous. As a resident of the
3200 block of 12th St and regular pedestrian on the existing trail/sidewalk I notice that traffic
accessing the post office (particularly USPS delivery vehicles) is aggressive and reckless. The
existing sidewalk and trail keep pedestrians and cyclists safe. I've observed the results of the
recent construction connecting 11th St S to Glebe. Despite the clear sight lines and signage,
vehicles turning from 11th onto Glebe regularly roll through the stop sign even with the presence
of pedestrians in or at the crosswalk. This proposed project seems to be a repeat of this recent
connection - creating new points of conflict between vehicles and pedestrians/cyclists where
none existed before.
13243225210 I think the bicycle trail is fine as it currently is in servicing pedestrians and bicyclists. This
alternative would create more frequent and greater points of conflict between bicyclists,
pedestrians and vehicles in exchange for greater connectivity for vehicles. The alignments serves
the form-based code just fine if you consider that the code prioritizes pedestrians and cyclists
first. The traffic diverter, while a good idea, does not change the face that vehicles will be
speeding down this 2-lane road when bounded for 12th St. They can also make quick sharp turns
from Lincoln St. Let's not forget about the green space and trees that will be eliminated for the
sake of this project. Overall, this project is a net negative when it comes to safety for pedestrians
and cyclists and for green space and storm water management.
13237121052 I prefer things the way they are now. There is seemingly no good reason to take a bike path and
turn it into a street. Drivers have plenty of access to Glebe from Monroe. The proposed design
will make me feel less safe as a bicyclist.
13228879224 Please don’t do this. As a cyclist the existing path works fine for me. I believe the proposal will
only add bailout and cut through car traffic.
13225313363 Completely unnecessary. It’s safe for bicycles and pedestrians now. So why add cars. just going to
add more traffic to 12th for no reason. There are at least three parallels to pike (16th, 14th, and
of course across pike 7th and 8th)
13224734309 This area is too small for cars. Only include bike lanes. No motor vehicle traffic.
13224728925 I want 12th St between Monroe and Glebe to remain as it is without cars.
13224732160 We don’t need another street there. Even with bike priority lanes, bikes are only the priority if
the driver of the car allows it. Keep it for walking and biking only.
13224703932 As a resident of the Douglas park neighborhood who drives in these immediate blocks there is not
need to add any automobile lanes on this juncture of 12th street. Connecting as only bike lanes
makes sense, but there is not a realistic plan for “priority” bike lanes. Any auto traffic will
dominate.

13224683103 Building a road to connect 12th and glebe under the guise of making it safer for walkers and
bicyclists is complete nonsense. The diverter is going to create nothing but constant U-turns on
Monroe as motorists are guided by their Waze, etc apps to do exactly that. This is an ill
conceived, wasteful plan that will bring more cars on Monroe and the residents of Douglas park
unanimously don’t want it. The connection of 12th to glebe was never in the form based plan.
13216434639 I walk a lot in south Arlington and don’t see a need to have 12th street connecting from Glebe to
Monroe. I live about a mile to the west along Columbia Pike and frequently walk to the S Glebe
Post Office and the area around there. I don’t understand the impetus to create a street for cars
here. I’d like to see it kept as it is now, a priority for bikes and pedestrians. The walkability of
south Arlington is a huge strength. I’m repeating myself but I don’t see why there needs to be a
street for cars there. Thanks
13214664133 I don't understand how this improves bicycling. A dedicated bike path already exists here, and
this project would remove it, replacing it with an unprotected bicycle facility shared with cars.
13206000212 I disagree with the proposed design, the street already has a bikeway. It doesn’t benefit the
neighborhood in any way. It just creates more traffic. I would like more privacy and safety.
13188543941 Have any of the transportation planners ridden a bicycle using this stretch? The arguments for
cutting thru this block are academic, and not based on experience and usage. The bike path as it
currently exists is uninterrupted and safer than the county's proposal for cyclists.
13188522762 I live on 12th st. Most residents on our street DO NOT support this project. It does not improve
bicycle safety; the current bike path that prohibits cars is the, economical, preferred, and the
safer option. The project only meets the goal of completing a street grid, please stop incorrectly
stating that it improves safety for pedestrians or cyclist. The neighborhood has multiple through
streets that contribute to the grid, the county does not need to spend $2mil to ruin a bike path
and create another through st.
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Appendix B:

Agency Comment Letters

Arlington County Bicycle Advisory Committee
January 7, 2022
Mr. Mark Schwartz
via email: MSchwartz@arlingtonva.us
Dear Mr. Schwartz,
The Bicycle Advisory Committee was briefed on the 12th St. S Complete Streets project by DES
staff, Kyle Kling and Jason Widstrom. We appreciate their presentation at our January 3rd
meeting.
The committee is concerned that proceeding with this project would be fiscally irresponsible
and would move the County backwards on its road safety, urban livability, and climate goals
and aspirations. Arlington County is prioritizing a project that will reduce safety for those
traveling on foot and by bicycle.
At our BAC meeting, Arlington County representatives emphasized the importance of
completing the grid for drivers. In and of itself, this is not a justification for building this new
street, as turning the route into a motor vehicle street will degrade the use of this corridor for
all other users. The Bicycle Advisory Committee has received several emails from concerned
Arlington families who use this path with their children to commute to and from church and
other neighborhood venues. We are not aware of any current studies that justify the need for a
vehicular through-street at this location.
The proposed new roadway would increase traffic and create conflicts between bicycle riders,
pedestrians, and motor vehicle drivers, contrary to the goals of Vision Zero. The current path
offers a safe, mode-separated route for bicycle riders and pedestrians. All of the proposed
upgrades (trimming the bushes to improve sightlines, adding ADA-compliant crossings,
improving signage, ensuring access for emergency vehicles) can be addressed without turning
the path into a street.
Building a road would be a fiscally irresponsible way to achieve the desired safety goals.
Arlington would be squandering $2 million on a misconceived project that does not meet an
identified need.
We recommend rethinking the entire project. Instead of building a road, we suggest that
Arlington County create a world-class pedestrian zone connecting people traveling on foot,
bikes and other micro-mobility devices. A well-designed project of this type will maintain and
enhance the existing bike boulevard, upgrade urban livability, and improve safety for all users.

Our understanding is that the first design for this project was conceived during the work on the
Form Based Code about 15 years ago. After careful planning and considerable discussion of this
block, that design did not include cutting the street through to S. Monroe Street. Since then,
the County has adopted Vision Zero and has continued to promote car-free and car-light
practices, expand opportunities to improve walking and cycling, and advance the urban village
concept. Additionally, the County adopted an update to the Bicycle Element of the Master
Transportation Plan in April 2019 that designates this section of 12 Street S as a bicycle
boulevard. The new road project as presented runs contrary to this designation and to all of
these goals. It is unquestionable that adding automobiles to a section of the bike boulevard
where they currently do not exist will negatively impact safety along that entire corridor, not
only on that singular block.
Additionally, the project will exacerbate the environmental issues on which the County is
working hard. It will add impermeable surface and degrade stormwater management. It will
reduce open space. And it will eliminate opportunity to improve the urban tree canopy.
On a positive note, we are excited to see Arlington introducing the concept of diversion for cars
on bike-priority routes. The County does not have any of these diverters yet. We recommend
that Arlington implement some (starting with temporary installations) around existing streets
to see what works.
Presenting the 30 percent design drawings (which were developed in 2017) for input codifies all
the preliminary decisions in which the design concepts necessary for today’s Arlington were
ruled out. At this point in the design process, the opportunity for change appears very limited.
It seems that a robust visioning process where multiple ideas are presented, assessed, and
discussed would be much better than taking a concept from the past and presenting it for the
public’s approval. At our Jan. 3rd BAC meeting, the project staff was comparatively new to the
County and was not able to explain the decision process that led to the selection of this
alternative.
The Bicycle Advisory Committee, in its capacity of advising you on bicycle-related issues,
strongly advises the County to terminate this road-building initiative and to re-consider the
importance of encouraging car-free mobility in line with the County’s stated road-safety and
climate change goals.

Yours sincerely,
Cynthia Palmer, Chair, and Steve Offutt, Vice Chair, on behalf of the Bicycle Advisory Committee

Kyle Kling
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Monday, December 6, 2021 10:17 PM
Kyle Kling
Opposition to 12th st extension from 12th st homeowner association

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Mr King
This letter is to convey the opposition to the county
plan to expand South 12th street to connect Glebe
to South Monroe. It represents 44 taxpayers that
currently live on 12th street between S Quincy and S.
Monroe as part of the London Square Homeowners
Association.
The project should not proceed as it counters the
stated goals of the project, ignores if not reverses
previous agreements and plans between Arlington
County and residents, and overall has a high risk of
misusing public funds. Details follow in summary
below.





The proposal violates the original agreement
with the county and USPS dating back to the
1995 original plans for the S. Glebe post
office which the county agreed to not
connect 12th to Glebe due to local resident
traffic concerns. It also contradicts plans
agreed upon when Pike 3400 was approved
which only planned for connection between
Lincoln and Glebe. The arguments being
made today are also documented in those
previous decisions and remain true. We ask
that you provide for the public record the
1995 and 2011 records so that the lessons
from past boards can be referred to and
provided as context to the current
proposal. Those records are no longer
available for public record due to website
changes.
The plan runs counter to its stated intent to
improve bicycle and pedestrian access. The
project would spend public funds to replace
an existing, functioning bicycle path with a
two way street - a proposal that would be a
higher risk to cyclist and pedestrians that is
1

neither wanted nor needed and ultimately a
waste of money.


The project will ultimately increase traffic on
12th street - an outcome that has driven
opposition to the connection since
1995. There are multiple secondary and
tertiary effects from increased traffic that
directly counter the stated goal of limiting
motor access.
o The proposal for a traffic diversion is
nonsensical. At best, it will be
ignored, at worst, it will create
additional traffic at a school bus
intersection.
o Increased traffic and in particular,
the road work and "traffic diversion
apparatus at the Monroe / 12th st
intersection endangers the 70+
arlington public school students to
take the bus from 12th street, or
walk / cross 12th street to attend
Randolph Elementary school. We
ask that the school board and APSVA
be notified immediately of the plan
and weigh in.
o The construct of the townhouses on
12th include high brick walls in each
driveway, making visibility onto
12th difficult - there should be no
effort to increase traffic on 12th.

The plan to connect 12th St to Glebe creates
problems rather than solves the stated
project coals. The lack of this committee's
knowledge and acknowledgement of previous plans
has been a huge frustration to residents who have
had to repeat decades old discussions. We ask that
the committee review the historical record and
withdraw the current plan. The common sense
solution is instead to honor the 2011 proposal to
connect S Lincoln to S Glebe without any connection
to 12th St. S
Please submit this letter to the public record ahead
of the 8 December board meeting.
VR
Laura Coco-Hampton
3900 12th St South
London Square Homeowners Association
2

John Aiken
Beth Blue
Laura Coco-Hampton
Mac Garrison
Abigail Suarez Sent from my iPhone
Sent from my iPhone
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Kyle Kling
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Tuesday, January 18, 2022 8:30 AM
Kyle Kling
Potomac River Group ExCom
Sierra Club Comments on 12th Street S. Complete Streets Project

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Dear Mr. Kling:
On behalf of the 2,000 members of the Potomac River Group of the Sierra Club Virginia Chapter, I am writing
to express our concerns regarding the 12 th Street South project design that will open a portion of the 12 th
Street Bicycle Boulevard to vehicles.
Our concerns include the following:
 Arlington has worked commendably for over 20 years to create Bicycle Boulevards near Columbia
Pike to provide better multi-modal transportation options. Opening up 12 th Street to automobiles
would reverse the progress that has been made on that section of the Bicycle Boulevard.
 After thoroughly reviewing the proposed design, Arlington’s Bicycle Advisory Committee has
rejected the design. According to the BAC, allowing cars to use the portion of 12 th Street South that
is now closed to them would negatively impact bicycle rider and pedestrian safety with little
benefit to car drivers.
 The project is expensive. In our opinion the project costs far outweigh the benefits.
We hope you will reconsider this project. We would be happy to discuss our views with you in greater detail at
any time. We appreciate your consideration of our views.
Sincerely,
John Bloom
Chair, Potomac River Group
Virginia Chapter, Sierra Club
Pronouns: he, him, his
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